
YOUR COMPLIANCE TEAM Our Commitment

GHX is honored to be your vendor credentialing provider. As experts in

this area, our team has developed strategic tools and best practices to

help you achieve a more advanced, efficient, and effective regulatory

compliance program, supporting increased patient safety.

Tools and Best Practices

Validated Compliance Scorecard: Designed to provide a snapshot of

how well a hospital organization is performing toward our collaborative

goal of best-in-class compliance. The innovative metrics quantify

critical impact measurements so that we may improve a specific

process or series of processes.

Secure Facility Access for Vendors: We will be managing your

vendors and their representatives with customized, critical screening

processes to help meet your goals for regulatory compliance, safety,

and facility access.

Centralized Documentation: The ability to centralize all credentialing 

documentation with on-demand access for improved audit pre-

paredness will better allow for standardization across the organization.

Risk Reviews: Our team will provide regular reviews to share

compliance best practices and suggest strategies to advance and

elevate system-wide compliance. We’ll also provide exclusion checks,

and provide monitoring services for vendor access and badging to help

reduce risk.

Creating safer spaces for patients, providers, visitors, and vendors while reducing risk.

Pushing Reset

To optimize the value we provide, we have pushed “reset” and

revamped our program to include the addition of new team members

who are excited to work with you. The Compliance Solution

Specialists are highly specialized and trained to provide more proactive

and concentrated support.

In our commitment to help address compliance gaps, we need to be

diligent. We will be hosting standing monthly appointments where we

can collaborate with your organization and provide individualized

assistance and support based on your organization’s specific needs and

challenges.

In addition, we will be providing education in the form of newsletters,

posters, and on-boarding vignettes. These tools will help your

employees identify potential compliance issues, recognize champions,

and understand what to do when non-compliance is spotted. A central

feature is the “no badge, no entry” campaign, which is fundamental in

providing patients and employees with a safer environment.
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Identify the Gaps

1. System-Wide 

2. Vendors | Suppliers

3. Individuals
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5. Badging
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